
Global business conduct is deeply affected by the pandemic, and 

the same goes for in China. In a place where the first wave of 

"pandemic" has not yet subsided, the second wave of "pandemic" has 

risen once more. The price of raw materials will continue to rise, and 

we've experienced some labor shortages. Our Business Team at SEYI-

China received orders that are worth 327 million RMB by the end of Ju-

ly, which has reached 82% of our annual goal with a revenue of 248 

million RMB. And we've reached 69% of our annual goal along with the 

orders we received at hand that are worth 400 million RMB throughout 

the whole year. The estimated annual revenue achievement rate has 

exceeded 100%. We are able to achieve such excellent results in diffi-

culties, which may result in endless efforts and close cooperation from 

our team at SEYI China. 

To satisfy the client's needs for a variety of products, the Sales & 

Service Team at SEYI-China provides feedback in terms of the market 

needs and information right away. It has developed new models accord-

ing to client's demands. SEYI successfully launched the first SBX4-800 

press blanking line in the traditional auto parts market, which was ap-

plied to the Ningde Plant and Kaifeng Plant of Volkswagen's first-tier 

supplier F Group. Through collaboration with automated vendors, this 

blanking press can achieve the speed of 60 times per minute and satisfy 

client's needs for production. In addition, facing a continuous increase 

in the size of LED TV backplanes in the TV industry, SEYI-China had de-

veloped the first models, SNS2-800 and SNS2-1000LT, and successfully 

entered into the T Group's subsidiary market. In response to the popu-

lar new energy automobile development in the China market, SEYI-

China has successfully entered into the market of the largest supplier of 

electric vehicles and solar panels in the US, offering the downstream 

parts to T company. It also provides clients with several models like 

SNS2-200, SNS2-300, SNS2-500, SAG2-600 that can be used for T com-

pany's electric vehicle localization parts production. There is an enor-

mous market demand for the new energy battery case industry. In view 

of this, the Business Team at SEYI-China is working closely with the 

R&D team according to the planning on corresponding technical specifi-

cation parameters while actively fighting for new development in the 

models that meet the market demand. Furthermore, it increases the 

market share. 

In addition to the continuous development of new products, the 

Business team at SEYI-China also focuses on target clients in the indus-

try. It receives bulk orders while making profits. In the NB industry, 

SEYI has up to 80% market share. Its client base may include the fol-

lowing: Neijiang Plant, Taizhou Plant and Wujiang Plant that belong to 

the world-famous F Group, D Group, as well as CH Group and its sub-

sidiaries B Company and P Company. The TV backplane industry got re-

warded as well. For example, its client base may include T Group S 

Company and Qingdao R Company. The telecom 5G industry has its 

representing corporation including the world's leading 5G connector 

Company A, Guangdong L Group, etc. The world-famous companies in 

the automotive industry, such as D company, B company, and A compa-

ny are all loyal users of SEYI. The one with the largest sales volume in 

the home appliance industry goes to the Wuhu Plant of the M Group 

and the G Group. The relationship between SEYI and others has blos-

somed into success among plenty of industries in China. It ends up 

quite an achievement and the result is agreeable, which can support the 

Business Service Team at SEYI-China to accomplish the set goals it 

overtakes. 

In the China market, there are other brands that sell traditional me-

chanical presses just like SEYI. The price competition is particularly 

keen. The coworkers at SEYI-China Sales & Service Division changed 

the former inherent sales model, focusing on adjusting the strategy for 

sales in real-time according to market demand. They fully keep track of 

the client's messages to come up with the right decision in an order ne-

gotiation. They can make profits while receiving orders. To keep in line 

with digital technology at the same time, SEYI-China also encourages 

the coworkers at the Sales & Service Division to take advantage of all 

kinds of social media apps for communication, and video software to 

share the SEYI servo application cases with clients. It allows clients to 

know the benefits they can get using the servo press and prepare for 

increasing sales of servo press in advance. In view of the client's con-

cerns of digitalization, Informatization, and smart production, SEYI-

China launched the corresponding software template. It further satisfies 

the client's increasing demand for production to increase the quality and 

build value through the SEYI high-end brand. As a result, it can avoid 

wicked price competition, build client relationships through good inter-

action, and ensure the orders will arrive at last. 

The results only show the past performance, and the SEYI-China 

Sales & Service Team is still fighting. Facing the industrial large-scale 

and smart demand trend, we're now negotiating with the clients to set-

tle the orders that may include tandem press lines, blanking lines, servo 

presses, and SN Series bulk orders. We work hard and wish to create 

excellent results over the last half year. We've overtaken to reach the 

corporate setting goals and make better profits for the SEYI Group. Let's 

wait and see! 
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 Company N was founded in 

1999 with a Japanese investment 

background. Its headquarter was 

based in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 

It is a well-famous local gas burner brand with a market share of up to 

70%. In addition to its own brands, SEYI also executes OEM projects 

for a tier 1 brand that sells kitchen utensils in Japan. Currently, we 

have 4 plants in Vietnam, which produces 4 million pieces of products 

and has exported to more than 20 countries. 

In general, the gas stove of the household gas burner is made of 

70% parts and components that were produced during the pressing 

process. It applies the continuous mode so that it can keep up with the 

benefits of production efficiency and product quality. This time we 

choose SNS2-300 and SNS2-400 for the production to go with a feeder 

and conveying device. Company N has a talk with the local agency, 

Top Winner Precision Industrial Co., Ltd. to get to know the quality 

check standard for the press, its durability, technical specifications, and 

other pieces of information. In terms of the workstation of this project, 

it requires a larger size. SEYI can respond to it as soon as possible, 

support the discussion on technical specifications, and update the de-

sign drawings. On the other hand, the reliable after-sales service can 

be one of the critical reasons the clients chose SEYI. When installing 

the machine on-site, the staff in charge of the setup at SEYI carefully 

explained how to run the machinery and provided some tutorials in re-

lation to machine maintenance executed by the local service vendors 

and fast exchange of original parts. IT can ensure that the production 

will not stop during the said period as agreed upon in the maintenance 

contract. 

As the business grows, Company N has planned to buy 8 more 

machines, including SNS2-300 and SNS2-400. Looking ahead to the 

post-pandemic era, it sustains its competitive advantages and keeps 

investing in advanced production equipment while facing Industrial 4.0 

in such a competitive environment. The optimized technology would 

probably be 

the key to 

this critical 

develop-

ment.  
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As the coronavirus swept the world, closing borders and halting in-

ternational trade and capital flows, there were questions about the pan-

demic’s lasting impact on globalization. But a close look at the recent 

data paints a much more optimistic picture. While international travel 

remains significantly down and is not expected to rebound until 2023, 

cross-border trade, capital, and information flows have largely stabi-

lized, recovered, or even grown over the last year. The bottom line for 

business is that Covid-19 has not knocked globalization down to any-

where close to what would be required for strategists to narrow their 

focus to their home countries or regions.

The only part of the index showing an unprecedented collapse due 

to Covid-19 is people flows. Trade has rebounded strongly, capital flows 

are recovering, and digital information flows have surged. Consider the 

business implications of developments in each of these four areas: 

1. Trade Flows : With trade still flowing, companies risk falling be-

hind competitively if they miss out on imported inputs or export sales. 

So, efforts to boost resilience need to fit into broader supply-chain strat-

egies addressing shifts in demand and production costs across coun-

tries, geopolitical tensions, and advances in automation and other tech-

nologies. 

2. Capital Flows: Prospects for international business in-

vestment should brighten as pandemic-induced macroeconomic uncer-

tainty, lockdowns, and travel restrictions begin to lift. But tighter screen-

ing of foreign takeovers on national security grounds will remain in 

place, and supply-chain diversification and partial reshoring will boost 

prospects for some projects while making others less attractive. The 

business case for investing in foreign operations will still rest on tradi-

tional drivers, such as access to markets and resources, but risk assess-

ments should place greater emphasis on geopolitical factors in the pre-

sent context. 

3. Information Flows Looking forward, the growth of digital 

flows will slow down again as the pandemic-induced spike fades. But 

the 2020 digital flows boom will have accelerated two longer-run shifts 

in the business environment. First, it expands possibilities for services 

trade. The Covid-19 crash course in remote work is teaching companies 

ways of working that can enable them to tap more into foreign talent 

pools. Second, the expansion of cross-border e-commerce can help 

smaller companies go global, but it also means that companies of all siz-

es need to be on the lookout for new competitors riding this wave into 

their markets. 

4. People Flows: Business trips were just 13% of international 

travel before the pandemic, but they play key roles in facilitating trade, 

investment, and the management of global corporations. Travel sup-

porting companies’ external sales and business development agendas is 

expected to recover before travel for internal company meetings and 

participation in conferences and trade shows. This implies that manag-

ers in multinational corporations should pay special attention over the 

medium-term to effects of travel restrictions on internal team function-

ing and learning and innovation. 

 The bottom line for business is that Covid-19 has not knocked glob-

alization down to anywhere close to what would be required for strate-

gists to narrow their focus to their home countries or regions. Corporate 

globalization was never easy, but if international opportunities and com-

petitive threats mattered for a company before the pandemic, they will 

surely continue to matter in 2021 and beyond. And since countries that 

connect more to global flows tend to grow faster, we need more rather 

than less globalization to accelerate the recovery from Covid-19. 

**  Article abstracts from  Harvard Business Review, “The State of Globalization in 2021” 
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